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Synopsis
DREAM is an ultra-fast multi-slice B1+-mapping technique based on the single-shot STEAM sequence. To study noise and bias related to slice-

profiles, DREAM B1+-maps at 3.75mm resolution were acquired at 7T in phantoms and in human brain with nominal flip angles (FA) between 20° and

90° of the two STEAM preparation pulses. B1+ was decreasing at actual FAs above 50°; noise became apparent at actual FAs below 20° reducing

dynamic range. By varying the preparation FA, this reliable range (20°<FA<50°) is shifted over a B1+ range from 20% to 250%. The FA map is

constructed from overlapping B1+ maps after thresholding.

Introduction
At high and ultra-high B0, reproducible and bias-free measurement of the flip angle (FA) is crucial for T1 determination by the variable flip angle approach [1]. The

DREAM method [2] calculates the actual FA from a single-shot STEAM image [3] normalized by a gradient echo image created by the same RF pulse train.

Thus, multi-slice FA mapping with whole brain coverage at 7T can be performed in less than half a minute [4]. However, the DREAM approach limits the range of

flip angles to 0° to 90°, with errors increasing towards the limits as one or both signal approach zero. More importantly, non-linear slice profile effects may

introduce bias in 2D multi-slice B1+ mapping [5].

In this 7T study, we i) experimentally assessed the influence of the slice profile in DREAM, in order to ii) set up a scan protocol that minimizes slice-profile bias,

and iii) increases the dynamic range of B1 mapping while limiting SNR losses. The presented strategy is readily applicable with a minimum of post-processing.

Methods
Measurements were performed on an actively shielded 7T MR system (Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, NL) using a dual transmit head coil with 32 receive

elements (Nova Medical, Wilmington MA). Healthy adult volunteers gave informed written consent.

i) DREAM B1 mapping was performed at 3.75 mm isotropic resolution on interleaved transversal slices (240x180 mm FoV). To minimize sequence timing

related bias, [4] the number of slices in vivo was increased to 80 (300 mm FoV) to achieve 10 ms shot-duration to avoid cross-talk. The preparation interval

TS=2.39 ms is defined by two slice selective pulses of “STEAM angle” α. The gradient-echo FIDs and the stimulated echos (STE) were acquired at the shortest

TEs yielding water and fat signals in-phase (0.99 ms and 1.4 ms, respectively). Thus, the T2- and T2*-losses of the STE (3.79ms) and FID (0.99ms) are kept

small. The flip angle angle of the centric read-out (TR=2.4ms) was 12° to keep the point-spread-function of centric-ordered images smaller than voxel size (2.7

mm FWHM in WM of T1 = 1200 ms), [3] while maximizing SNR.

ii) Slice-profile bias was assessed on an 18cm Gadolinium-doted phantom (T1 = 400ms) by increasing α from 20° to 90°. Estimated flip angles were evaluated

at 4 different ROIs (Figure 1).

iii) In vivo, α was increased from 20° to 60° in steps of 5° (Figure 2) and used correct T1-maps from a non-selective dual flip angle experiment [6] (TR=18ms,

TE=n·1.97ms (n=1,…8), FA=4°, 18°) (Figure 3). Each B1+ map was ceilinged at 50° actual flip angle to exclude bias. Before combining subsets, each B1+ map

was thresholded to exclude large errors, creating a 5% overlap with the ceilinged B1+ map of the next higher FA.

Results and Discussion
Above an actual FA of 50° of the preparation pulses, DREAM showed decreasing B1+ estimates (Figure 1). This bias is caused by non-linearities in the

preparation pulses, creating broader excitation and flip-back profiles, but narrower saturation profiles above the small flip angle regime [7]. The actual STE and

FID signals thus deviate from the theoretical sin2α and cos2α dependence [2]. The typical range of B1+ at 7T (50%-150%) will thus limit α to below 33° when

using only one DREAM map, which yields low SNR in regions of low B1+ (Figure 2). This, in turn, introduces artifacts in the B1+-corrected T1 maps (Figure 3A)

and limits spatial resolution. The SNR at low B1+ is governed by the cotangent of the actual FA [2] and thus suffering from high noise levels. This can be

overcome by obtaining several DREAM B1+ maps at increasing α. These are then ceilinged at 50° actual FA to avoid bias and a composite B1+ map is

combined from overlapping regions, typically between 30° and 50°. Thus, the dynamic range of DREAM enhanced while curtailing bias and avoing low SNR,

which is important to cover the B1+ inhomogeneities in brain imaging at 7T or to map coil sensitivities for parallel transmit applications. For human brain at 7T, a

DREAM series of 30°, 45° and 60° can be performed in about one minute.

Conclusion
DREAM B1+ mapping exhibits slice-profile-related bias at actual FA>50°. By combining thresholded maps from STEAM preparation FAs between 20° and 90°, a

bias free B1+ range between 20% and 250% can be obtained.
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Figures

Figure 1: Mean B1+ estimates obtained in four ROIs at different STEAM preparation angles. DREAM underestimates B1+ beyond 50° actual FA. Error bars

indicate the ROI standard deviation. Points are interpolated by a cubic spline for visual clarity. The dotted line indicates the bias threshold at 50° actual FA, the

solid line the 90° theoretical limit of the DREAM method.

Figure 2: Pseudo-color DREAM B1+ maps in vivo registered to an anatomical scan. At 20° STEAM preparation angle (A), note the noisy appearance below

100% (i.e. 20°) (arrow), besides artifacts at air surfaces. In the 60° B1+ map (B), note the drop-out at actual FA ≥ 90° surrounded by biased lower B1+

estimates, and the smooth appearance below 100%. In the combined B1+ map (C), regions of high FA bias and low FA noise are eliminated.

Figure 3: Depicted are T1 maps after correction with the low-bias high-noise 20° B1+ map (A) and the low-bias-low-noise combined B1+ map (C) of Figure 2.

Arrows indicate where noise can be seen in homogeneous structures (prefrontal WM, putamen). Also, the cortical boundaries get blurred where the actual FA is

low. With the combined B1+ map, the T1 histogramm (B) exhibits narrow, well-defined peaks for WM and GM, as seen at 3T. The noise is dominated by that of

the T1 map prior to B1+ correction.
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